NEW ACQUISITIONS
June 2013

BADJAOS (FILIPINOS) – RELIGIOUS LIFE


CANON LAW


CATHOLIC CHURCH – DOCTRINES


CATHOLICISM


CELIBACY


ETHICS

Keenan, James, ed. *Catholic Theological Ethics in the World Church.* Quezon City: Ateneo de Manila University Press, 2008.

EVANGELIZATION


GOD (CHRISTIANITY) – LOVE – MEDITATIONS

GOVERNANCE


JESUS CHRIST


LAW


LEADERSHIP


MIGRATION


MINDANAO STUDIES


Gaspar, Karl M. *Manobo Dream in Arakan: A People’s Struggle to Keep their Homeland*. Quezon City: Ateneo de Manila University Press, 2011.


**NATION**


**PASTORAL THEOLOGY**


**PHILIPPINES – HISTORY**


Newson, Linda A. *Conquest and Pestilence in Early Spanish Philippines*. Quezon City: Ateneo de
Vicente, Rafael L. *White Love and Other Events in Filipino History*. Quezon City: Ateneo de Manila University Press, 2013.

**PHILOSOPHY**

POPULAR CULTURE – JAPAN – HISTORY


PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING


SCRIPTURES


SOCIOLOGY


WORLD HISTORY – ASIA


Total Number of New Acquisitions: 91 titles